The tenets of utility theory are routinely econometrically imposed upon data in applied demand models. The impositions, whether by choice of functional form or by parametric restrictions, are designed to make an econometric model compatible with one or more of the standard properties deduced from individual utility maximization theory. In this paper we statistically examine the relevance of imposing theoretical parametric restrictions to out-of-sample forecasting of annual U.S. per capita food consumption between 1949 and 1992. In addition, because nonnested statistical tests of competing functional forms may not be conclusive regarding model selection, alternative model selection criteria are needed. Statistical tests of competing forecasts provide such an alternative. As Wold noted almost thirty years ago, "Forecasting is to nonexperimental model building as replications are to controlled experiments" (p. 375).
Consumer demand functions derived from neoclassical consumer behavior possess the mathematical properties of homogeneity, adding up, symmetry, and negativity. When estiTerry Kastens is assistant professor and Gary Brester is associate professor, both in the Department of Agricultural Economics, Kansas State University.
Helpful comments of two anonymous reviewers are gratefully acknowledged. This is contribution No. 96-319-1 from the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station. mating demand models, applied demand economists often impose these properties as parametric restrictions for two reasons. First, such restrictions are necessary for many demand models to conform with utility theory. Second, imposing parametric restrictions enhances degrees of freedom.
Statistical rejection of theoretical restrictions is not unusual. Summarizing twelve different demand studies which explicitly tested homogeneity and symmetry, Johnson et al. note that at least one of the two properties was rejected in nine of the twelve studies. However, it is commonplace to see theoretical restrictions imposed in spite of their statistical failure. Reports of statistical failure of restrictions usually are accompanied by the rationalization that theory does not have to hold for aggregate data. Leontief has recently noted "...advantages of aggregative modeling are secured at a very high, probably unacceptable, price: the uncertain, very tenuous relationship between the model and the real phenomena it is supposed to describe and explain" (p. 2). Given that most price and quantity data are aggregates of sort, if theoretical restrictions do not hold for the chosen data, why are they imposed?
Econometric theory implies that imposing restrictions on a model must decrease in-sample fit. Is it the case that economists who impose restrictions on demand models are more con-cerned with out-of-sample fit than in-sample fit? Perhaps this is what researchers are implying when they impose statistically rejected restrictions on models in order to make them "better" models. But if that is so, why is out-ofsample fit so rarely tested in the context of demand models?
Belief in the potential tradeoff between insample and out-of-sample fit is not immediately apparent among demand economists. Brown and Deaton noted some twenty years ago that "Single equation models, even if less satisfactory from a theoretical point of view, may still be able to out-perform complete models in terms of fit to past experience and ability to project the future" (p. 1158). LaFrance has shown that integrability for the incomplete double-log demand system requires unpalatable parametric restrictions (e.g., for each pair of constant elasticity demands, the cross-price elasticities are zero or else expenditures are proportional between those two goods). On the other hand, he notes that integrability is not particularly important for forecasting. Rosenberg explicitly stated that economists' commitment to rational choice theory, as well as to the requirement that aggregate data have rational choice explanations, has constrained their models' explanatory and predictive power. If it is true, as Waugh stated, that almost all economic forecasts are conditional forecasts (i.e., forecasts of the dependent variable given the values of the independent variables), surely a "good" model is one that does a reasonable job of conditional forecasting. It is difficult to imagine how a model that provides less accurate in-sample and out-of-sample conditional forecasts than an alternative model could still be deemed the "better" model. Even if the objective is to acquire modelderived elasticity estimates, the validity of the estimates would seem to ultimately fall on how accurately estimated elasticities predict a change in quantity given a change in price or income.
New, highly flexible functional forms and associated model estimation techniques are being introduced to economists from mathematics, engineering, and the physical sciences. Generally, these forms (such as neural networks) are not derived from either economic or statistical theory. Therefore, these techniques offer little guidance to the applied economist for model construction. With less application of economic and statistical theory to enhance out-of-sample fit by restricting in-sample fit, it will become increasingly important to establish an empirical framework within which out-of-sample fit may be used as a basis for model selection.
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Theoretical Demand and Demand Forecasting Models
The Rotterdam Model (for a detailed development see Johnson, Hassan, and Green) and Deaton and Muellbauer's almost ideal demand system (ALIDS) are routinely used for empirical demand analyses. Both models are derived from consumer theory, and both models may be used to impose or test behavioral restrictions that are typically deduced from that theory. A third model that is often used in demand modeling is the double-log model. As already noted, some theoretical restrictions are not typically relevant for this model.
The estimable absolute price version of the Rotterdam model for n goods is given by where G,,, is the average expenditure share weight between consecutive time periods t and t -1 for good i (i = 1...n), A is the across-periods first-difference operator, q;, is the constant dollar expenditure on good i at time t , p,,, is the nominal price of good j at time t, x, is total expenditure on the n goods at time t , a,, y, , and B, are parameters to be estimated, and E,,, is a zero-mean, normally distributed constant variance disturbance.' The first-differenced linearapproximate version of the almost ideal demand system (FDLAIALIDS) is specified as ( 2 ) FDLAIALIDS: Aw,,, = a,+ C Y ,~A lnp,,,
where the only difference in notation from equation (1) involves w, which is the actual expenditure share weight at time t rather than a two-period average [the G,,, of equation (I) ]. The first-differenced double-log model (FDDL) is specified as ' Notice that the bracketed term includes a Stone's geometric price index which uses lagged average expenditure weights. Because our ultimate interest I S out-of-sample conditional prediction of quantities (i e., quantity given the explanatory variables), lt is not appropriate to include terms that have observed quantities at time r for predicting those same quantities at time i where q,, is the quantity of good i consumed at time t, and all other notation is as already des~r i b e d .~
Once the parameters of each demand model have been estimated, we may take prices, income, and previous-period quantities as predetermined at time t in order to derive conditional predictions of the left-hand side variables at time t @redLHS,,). However, since the Rotterdam and FDDL models involve nonlinear transformations of quantity on the left-hand side, predicted or expected quantities E [q,,] are not immediately derived by taking the inverse functional transformation of the model-predicted left-hand side. Thus, these models demand special treatment when used in forecasting.
To obtain expected (predicted) quantities from the Rotterdam model, we used a secondorder Taylor series expansion of the predicted left-hand side (which is a function of qf, and ultimately q,) around q,, and subsequently define q, to be the expected quantity value of interest. Dropping the equation-specific i subscript, as well as the t subscript except where needed to indicate a lagged observation on a variable, the demand model-predicted quantities are as follows. For each commodity, a Rotterdam model-predicted quantity at out-ofsample time t , is the q, which solves Alternative specifications for the three models exist. Because the theoretical derivation of the Rotterdam model calls for firstdifferencing, we follow Alston and Chalfant's (1993) suggestion to difference the ALIDS model for comparison purposes. Similarly, we differenced the double-log model. Additionally, an intercept is often included in differenced demand models to capture trends. Although we do not explicitly discuss these intercept estimates, we have included an intercept in each model for uniformity. Although the demand models specified in equations (I), (21, and (3) use the same conventional notation for parameters, that does not imply equivalence across models.
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By using the in-sample sample variance of q as an estimate for E[(q -qo)2], equation (4) is the variance of E,. These variances can be approximated by the appropriate diagonal elements of the residual covariance matrix. Thus, an FDDL quantity prediction at out-of-sample time t is the q, which solves the equation where 62is the estimated variance of E for the commodity.
Price and income elasticity estimates can be obtained from each of the three demand specifications (the Rotterdam compensated elasticities must first be converted to uncompensated elasticities for comparison with the other models). Elasticity estimates are often evaluated at a single point, typically at the means of the data. Such mean-based, model-estimated demand elasticities can be used to predict the change in quantity (q) associated with small changes in either prices (p's) or income (x). By defining the small changes in prices and income to be exactly those which actually occur from year to year, we can use elasticity estimates to derive forecasts of per capita consumption. In fact, demand elasticity estimates are often used in exactly this manner (e.g., Brester et al.) .3 Once again using the i and j subscripts to illustrate the own-and cross-price elasticity relationships, we note that all elasticity estimates are actually coefficients on proportional change variables:
where qi, and 7 ,are the calculated price and income elasticities, respectively, computed from each demand model. This approach leads to the following model for predicting q from elasticity estimates:
Data
When any model is used for out-of-sample forecasting, a relatively lengthy sample period is desirable so that sufficient degrees of freedom are available for estimation, forecasting, and forecast testing. Additionally, including several relatively independent quantity series will enhance generalization of the results by allowing examination of several forecast series associated with each particular model or modeling procedure. Accordingly, annual U.S. per capita food consumption data from broad food groups, U.S. population, a CPI index, and disposable income were obtained from various issues of USDA's Food Consumption, Prices, and Expenditures. Six major food groups were included: meat, fish, and poultry; eggs; dairy products (including butter); fats and oils; cereal products; and sweetenen4 Data availability restricted our data set to the years 1923 through 1992 (seventy years).
For each food group, we were forced to use three price index series, with base periods of 1957-59, 1967, and 1982-84 . The first series overlapped the second series in 1960-63, providing a four-year intersection. The second series overlapped the third series in 1970-81, providing a twelve-year intersection. In each of V r u i t s and vegetables were not included in our ~nvestigation because the category could not be reasonably transformed into a consistent series over the tlme period studied.
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Similarly, a unified quantity index was constructed for each of the six food groups. Again, the overlapping time periods (same as in the price indices) offered consistent ratio transitions, even though a given consumption series may have been radically redefined at specific points in time (e.g., the 1970 change to "boneless" numbers in meats, or the 1970 change to "fluid milk equivalent" basis in dairy product^).^
The most consistent income series over the seventy years studied appeared to be disposable personal income as reported in Food Consumption, Prices, and expenditure^.^ A unified CPI index was constructed from three CPI series, each involving a different base period : 1957-59, 1967, and 1982-84 . The first two overlapped four years , and the second two overlapped ten years . The same mean ratio approach used for the price and quantity series was used to construct the unified CPI series. The U.S. population (including military) series completed the data set.
The 1957-59 (surveyed in the 1955 consumption expenditure survey) per capita dollar expenditure and pounds consumed for each food group were used to transform the price and quantity indices into nominal price levels (in dollars) and actual consumption levels (in pounds). The price levels should be thought of as retail-derived prices. For example, since flour is a major ingredient for most cereal products, a portion of the expenditures on a cereal product is actually spent on the flour from which the cereal product was made. This usage enters into USDA's price calculations for flour. The actual pounds consumed for each food group should be thought of as the retail weight equivalent based upon a definition for each ' It should be noted that combining index series with d~fferent baseline periods induces measurement error. However, because of the consistency of ratios during the associated overlap periods, resultant measurement error should not be excessive. food group that is compatible with the way the food group was defined in 1957-59. Finally, following Brester and Schroeder, a price index for a seventh good ("other goods") was derived using constant dollar expenditures (1957-59 dollars) on each of the food groups, total constant dollar expenditures, and the CPI. Using the nominal price index for the seventh good and total nominal expenditures (disposable income), a pseudo "quantity" of other goods was also derived (such a metric is needed for elasticity-derived quantity forecasts).
Elasticity Estimates for Each Model
Equations (I), (2), and (3) were made operational by letting i range from 1 to 7, representing the seven consumption goods described in the data section. When making predictions from the "restricted" versions of the demand models, theoretical restrictions were imposed on each of the models using parametric restrictions noted in equations (9), (lo), and ( l l ) , which follow. Because of the severe behavioral restrictions implied by imposing adding-up on the FDDL model, only homogeneity and symmetry were considered for that model. ( 1 1 (Brester and Schroeder) . For each of the demand systems, the iterated seemingly unrelated regression LSQ procedure was used in the TSP statistical software package (TSP V4.2B).
Elasticities from the Rotterdam model are compensated elasticities. These elasticities were transformed into uncompensated elasticities using the Slutsky equation. Uncompensated price elasticities and income elasticities for the FDLAIALIDS models were calculated as suggested by Alston (1990, 1991) . Elasticities derived from the FDDL models are also uncompensated elasticities.
As a check for theoretical consistency, the data ' Theory suggests that w,should be evaluated at time t . However, for forecasting purposes, it should be evaluated at time t -l , so that resulting quantity predictions for time t are performed using only quantity information which was known at time t . Because expenditure weights are fairly stable over time, the choice o f t or t -1 should be of little consequence. We opted to use t -1 to maintain consistency with our forecasting focus.
(i, j = 1, ..., 7) were subjected to a nonparametric test of the forecasting framework, a minimal familiarity weak axiom of revealed preference (WARP). If with some of the associated elasticities is in orconsumption data satisfy WARP, there exists a der. Accordingly, the unrestricted (with addinglocally nonsatiated, continuous, concave, and up maintained in the Rotterdam and FDLAI monotonic utility function that rationalizes the ALIDS models) and restricted (homogeneity data (Varian) . Only six violations were found in and symmetry) versions of the Rotterdam, the seventy annual observations of commodity FDLAIALIDS, and FDDL models were estibundles purchased. The largest violation occurred mated using sixty-nine years (' hal fant (1991) suggest such small viola-data set. As such, ;hey are not those associated with any particular forecasting model. Nor are they "representative" in the sense of tions could be the of measurement error. being an average over the models. Rather. the" are included to es--Thus, fitting the data with theoretically consis-tablish a familiarity with the magnitude of the partial effectq. so tent demand models seems appropriate.
that readers can at least judge whether the procedures, when conducted over the entlre time period of study. yield what appear to be Prior to using the various demand models in a reasonable demand reqults. cal level of 0.05 using a likelihood ratio test and the small-sample correction procedure described by Moschini, Moro, and Green. In the FDDL model, the restrictions were rejected at the 0.055 critical level.9
In general, the tables display negative ownprice elasticities as expected. However, ownprice elasticities are positive for FATS (fats and oils) in the FDLAIALIDS model, and for SWEETS (sweeteners) in all three models. Because these commodities are generally purchased as components of value-added products, it may be more appropriate to model fats and oils and sweeteners as derived rather than primary demand functions. Many of the own-price elasticities are quite inelastic, which is not unexpected given the high degree of aggregation in each consumption series. Although own-and cross-price elasticities for the FDDL model (table 3) appear closer to those of the Rotterdam model (table 1) than to those of the FDLAIALIDS model (table 2), overall the tables do not appear to differ dramatically, making it difficult to select among the models using visual inspection. A nonnested test suggested by Alston and Chalfant (1993) for selecting between two competing demand models was applied to the restricted Rotterdam and to the restricted FDLAIALIDS models.10 Results of the model selection test were ambiguous, which is a common problem with nonnested tests in finite samples (Greene) .
In each of the equations in each of the models, positive autocorrelation was rejected at the 0.05 critical level using the DurbinWatson test statistic.
lo Other model selection tests could also be used. See, for example, Lee. Brown, and Seale.
Evaluation of the Forecasting Ability of Each Model
Each forecasting demand model was estimated using a twenty-five-year sample. This sample length was ad hoc and was the only length considered." The first period for which parameters were estimated was 1924-48, leading to permissible forecasts for the years 1949-92 (a total of forty-four years of forecasts).12 In making the forty-four annual forecasts, three alternative forecast model updating horizons were used to dynamically update the parameters of each demand model: each year, each eleven years, and each twenty-two years. In the case of yearly updating, the model estimated over the 1924-48 time period was first used to conditionally forecast per capita consumption for each of the six food groups for 1949. That is, when making the forecast of 1949 consumption, 1949 prices and income were considered known, along with 1948-and-earlier quantities. The model was then reestimated over the 1925-49 sample period, and used to forecast 1950, and so on, until the 1992 consumption forecast was completed. In the case of eleven-year updating, the model estimated using the 1924-48 sample period was " Using a forward-rolling, fixed-length estimation sample only partially captures potential structural change in this forecasting framework. A better way may be to allow for functional form or estimation sample size to be determined dynamically. One possibility is to vary estimation sample size on the basis of an in-sample recursive residuals test for parameter stability. However, such an approach would complicate model comparisons as each could potentially involve a different estimation sample size. l 2 Actually, when the definitional lags in the Rotterdam and FDLAIALIDS are coupled with the lagged weights in the income variable of the models. two years should be lost (1923 and 1924) . Not wishing to sacrifice a year for the trivial use of lagged weights in the income variables, these weights were not lagged in 1923.
used to make eleven years of consumption forecasts . Note that while the model parameter estimates did not change over the eleven years, the explanatory data did. For example, when making the forecast of 1950 consumption, 1950 prices and income, along with 1949-and-earlier quantities, were considered known. After using the model to make 1959's consumption forecast, the model parameters were reestimated using the 1935-59 period (i.e., the most recent twenty-five-year sample), and subsequently allowed to forecast 1960-70 consumption, and so on, until the 1992 forecast was completed. The twenty-two-year updating procedure was similar to eleven-year updating, only the model-estimated parameters were used to make twenty-two years of forecasts before being reestimated.
For each of the three forecast model updating horizons, the Rotterdam model [equation (I)] was estimated in both its unrestricted and its restricted form. The subsequent parameter estimates were allowed to provide two competing statistical forecasts via equation (4). The parameter estimates of the restricted Rotterdam model were then used to compute mean-based compensated elasticities, which were transformed to uncompensated elasticities using the Slutsky equation, and subsequently used to create, via equation (8), a third competing forecast series. FDLAIALIDS forecasts were derived similarly to the Rotterdam forecasts, only using equations (2), (5), and (8). FDDL forecasts were derived using equations (3), (6), and (8).
The statistic chosen to compare competing forecasts of each consumption series was the root mean squared out-of-sample forecast error (RMSE). RMSEs of alternative forecasts were formally compared using the Ashley, Granger, Schmalensee (AGS) approach. The AGS provides a test for the statistical significance of the difference between RMSEs of two competing forecasts. The procedure is described by Brandt and Bessler, and by Bradshaw and Orden. AGS test statistics are obtained by regressing D, = Po + p, [Sf-SMEAN] -e,, where D, is the difference between forecast errors (the forecast errors associated with the lower-RMSE forecast are subtracted from those of the higher-RMSE forecast), Sf is the sum of the forecast errors, SMEAN is the sample mean of S, and e, is a white noise residual. If the sample mean of the forecast errors from either model is negative, that forecast error series must be multiplied by -1 before running the regression. If the Po and p, estimates are both positive, the appropriate test is an F-test of the joint hypothesis Po = 0 Amer. J . Agr. Econ. and p, = 0. Because the F-test does not consider the sign of the coefficient estimates, actual significance levels are only one-fourth of that reported in an F-distribution table. That is, the probability of obtaining an F-statistic greater than the critical value, and having both estimates positive, is equal to one-fourth the significance level normally associated with the critical value. If one of the coefficient estimates is negative and significant, the test is inconclusive. If a negative coefficient estimate is insignificant, the significance of the test is determined by the upper tail of the t-test on the positive coefficient estimate.
Results of Competing Consumption Forecasts
The RMSEs of the forecast series derived from models updated (parameters reestimated) each year are reported in table 4 (similar tables for the eleven-and twenty-two-year updates are available from the authors). Beneath each reported RMSE are two numbers in parenthesis. The first is the number of competing forecasts for that consumption series that are nominally worse (i.e., the number of the alternative forecasts in that column that have nominally higher RMSEs-total of eight possible). The second number offers similar information, with the added requirement that a higher RMSE must be statistically higher (based on the AGS test) to be considered better. Thus, for either of the two numbers in parenthesis, the higher the number, the better the forecast. The critical value for all tests is 0.10." Table 5 displays the average nominal and statistical ranking across the alternative commodities and alternative models.
The results presented in table 4 (see table 5 for a description of the forecast abbreviations) provide the basis for several comparisons. First, parametric restrictions substantially lower outof-sample forecasting RMSE (compare RR to RN, AR to AN, and LR to LN in each column). Second, the FDLAIALIDS models are generally worse forecasters than the Rotterdam or FDDL models. Third, the simpler and relatively less integrable FDDL model is typically a superior forecaster to the Rotterdam or the FDLAI " Note that the AGS procedure is a multistep process with each step conditional on the previous step. Thus, choosing a smaller level of significance (such as 0.05 rather than 0.10) at which to rank RMSEs usually means more rankings rather than less because fewer tests are discarded because of significantly negative coefficient estimates. Note: Each average ranking is the average over eighteen rankings: the six different food consumption items times the three alternatively updated forecast models, one-year, eleven-year, and twenty-two-year. Rankings established based upon difference in RMSEs at 0.10 level of significance using AGS test. The larger the number, the better the forecast. ALIDS models. Fourth, the simple mean-based constant-elasticity forecasts (RE, AE, and LE) are often better than their competitors in the same model class. In fact, table 5 shows the mean-based constant-elasticity forecasts to be associated with the highest average ranking (nominal or statistical) in the Rotterdam and FDLAIALIDS classes, and the highest average nominal and second-highest average statistical ranking in the FDDL class.'" Table 6 offers a formalized view of the model comparisons. First, the top section clearly displays the virtue in applying economic-theorybased parametric restrictions. Substantial percentage reductions in RMSE are associated with using restrictions, regardless of the model used. These gains occur despite the fact that 52% of the forecasts were derived from models in which the parametric restrictions were rejected at the 0.05 confidence level using the small-sample corrected likelihood ratio test of Moschini, Moro, and Green (74% were rejected at the 0.10 confidence level). These results imply that theoretically based parametric restrictions should be imposed even when they are rejected statisticallyT Hence, there appears to be little reason to perform such tests. This should not be surprising to the applied economist who realizes that reducing in-sample fit may often enhance out-of-sample fit. That is, in-sample data relationships often do not accurately convey generalizable features to out-of-sample economic behavior. Thus, an unrestricted demand model may actually fit the in-sample data too closely, and in the process, be unable to generalize economic behavior beyond the sample period used for estimation. On the other hand, it may be that economic theory is more valuable than statistical theory in demand modeling-with value determined by how well the model predicts behavior outside the sample used for estimation.
Second, the Rotterdam unrestricted and restricted models appear superior to their counterparts in the FDLAIALIDS class, with average percentage reductions in RMSE of 22.4 and 22.9 respectively. However, when calculated elasticities are used for forecasting (RE versus AE), Rotterdam superiority is not as overwhelming. Third, lest the applied economist feel too confident concerning the virtue of esti-" mating only integrable demand models, the '* Although not explic~tly shown, this fourth result is especially robust across different forecast updating regimes in the case of the Rotterdam and FDLAlALIDS models. The last section of table 6 compares forecasts obtained using estimated elasticities from each model. Essentially, all forecasts made using equation (8) rely upon the assumption of constant mean-based elasticities. Such behavioral restrictions are not imposed by either the Rotterdam or FDLAIALIDS models. Thus, we may view the elasticity-based forecasting models as employing features (here elasticities) of statistical models to implement forecasts which are based less upon statistics and more on economic intuition. Forecasting gains from using mean-based elasticities are immediately clear in the case of the Rotterdam and FDLAIALIDS models. However, not much is gained in the case of the FDDL model, which is not too surprising given that the FDDL model is actually a constant-elasticity model to begin with.
The forecasting accuracy gains across various models may be summarized as follows. Starting with the unrestricted FDLAIALIDS model, a 22.4% improvement in RMSE results from going to the unrestricted Rotterdam model (RN versus AN). Imposing homogeneity and symmetry on the Rotterdam model adds another 20.0% improvement (RR versus RN). Another 26.8% improvement occurs from going to the homogeneitylsymmetry-restricted FDDL model (LR versus RR). Alternatively, if a researcher is compelled to use one of the well-accepted demand models, say the FDLAIALIDS, 18.4% improvement in forecasting occurs by simply imposing homogeneity and symmetry (AR versus AN). Then, moving away from model-based statistical forecasting to forecasting using mean-based elasticities adds another 37.3% of forecasting improvement (AE versus AR).
Conclusions
Contrary to what is often reported in the literature, our research shows that imposing structure on a model may be beneficial to out-of-sample forecasting. The structure may come from theory-implied parametric restrictions, as in the case of statistically forecasting per capita con-
